multiple-inputs multiple-outputs(MIMO) underwater acoustic communication system is proposed based on the hypothetical condition of acoustic channel. The matrix outer-product decomposition algorithm (OPDA) is adopted to realize the blind identification of the underwater acoustic channel. It can acquire the real-time channel response by the real-time communication receipt signals and it needn't to send the training sequences comparing with the traditional methods. And the source signals can be restored using this channel response based on an equalizer. Simulation results show that OPDA can realize the estimation of most channels perfectly and the constellation of some signals is convergent on the whole after equalizing.
INTRODUCTION
How to improve the quality of the underwater communication is always an important problem in the field of underwater acoustics. In resent years, many methods of the blind identification and blind equalization have been provided to realize the high-quality underwater communication. Blind identification can acquire the realtime channel response according to the real-time communication receipt signals and it needn't to send training sequences comparing with the traditional channel identification and equalization technology. After estimating the channel response, the source signal can be restored using an equalizer and underwater communication of multi-users, high speed and high reliability can be realized.
In this paper, a kind of matrix outer-product decomposition algorithm(OPDA) is adopted to realize the blind identification of the channel response of the multipleinputs multiple-outputs(MIMO) system. And the estimated results are proved to be good. Then, the output of this linear system can be written as
where i H is a p q × matrix, represents the complex channel impulse response of the linear MIMO system, including the transmitting filter, receiving filter and the response of the physical channel. Generally the complex channel can be substituted by a finite impulse response (FIR) filter of multi-channel whose length is M. The blind identification of the channel can be described as to identify the unknown channel response 
[⋅ is the transpose.
In order to describe the blind identification algorithm explicitly, building the
Then the channel output whose length is
Equation (3) is the MIMO system. Blind identification of MIMO channel can be considered as the blind estimation of the channel convolution matrix
, the source signal can be restored according to (4) .
The input signals and output noises of the channel are supposed to be zero-mean white process. Then the corresponding auto-correlation matrix of the input signal, input noise and output signal is 
It can be proved that 
It is obvious that matrix Δ constructs the outer-product of channel parameter matrix H . Key of the OPDA is to estimate the matrix product 
The covariance matrix of channel output is
And it is easy to get 
Where Q is the ambiguity of a p p × unitary matrix.
The detail flow of OPDA can be illustrated as Fig.1 . H is generated by the method of [4] and the other 7 channels are generated by appending stochastic disturbance on the parameter of 11 H , illustrated as Table I . and order of the channel is 27. Length of the simulation selecting window L is 81, length of the output data is 1000 and SNR is 30dB. Estimation of every channel using OPDA is shown in Figure  2 . It is shown that OPDA is able to estimate most of the channels when there are 2 inputs and 4 outputs, especially to 11 H and 14 H . Constellation of the restored signal according to (4) is shown in Figure 3 . After equalizing constellation of 1 s is convergent on the whole and constellation of 2 s is divergent in some sort. V. CONCLUSIONS Identification of the built MIMO underwater acoustic communication system is realized using OPDA and ideal estimation results are achieved. But the constellation of some signals is divergent in some sort after equalizing. It is the main problem to be studied in the future.
